Enhancing Child Health in Oregon
Learning Session #4:
Tools and Methods to Enhance Family & Professional Partnership
Agenda
May 4th, 2013: 8 AM to 4PM
River’s Edge Hotel

8:00-8:05 Welcome and Review of the Agenda (R.J. Gillespie)
8:05-8:35 Medical Home Evaluation Data: What are the findings telling us? Power of the CAHPS CG PCMH quality data about patient’s experiences, levels of communication and impact on family and professional partnership (Colleen Reuland)
8:35-10:35 Hearing from the Practices: (Paul McGinnis)
- Reflections on the data: What is and isn’t captured in their data
- Report of key actions take during action period 3
- Questions and answer among the practices
10:35-10:45 Break
10:45-10:50 Framing the goals for the next action period on Patient Engagement/Family-Professional Partnership (R.J. Gillespie)
10:50-11:20 Family-Professional Partnership: What does it mean to me and how can we partner best together? Parent Presentation: (Shelley Barnes and Tami Montemayor)
11:20-12:00 Tools and strategies for engaging and partnering with patients and families: Lessons from health care providers in NICH Program (Kim Spiro, Matthew Heywood)
12:00-12:30 Lunch Break
12:30-1:15 Tools and strategies for partnering with families: Lessons from community-based home visiting nurses: (Patty Vega, RN and Susan Bullington, RN)
1:15-1:45 Practice tools and resources: (LJ Fagnan)
1:45-2:00 Break
2:00-3:00 Action Period 3 Planning: (David Ross)
3:00-3:45 Group reflection and areas of excitement for next action period: (R.J. Gillespie)
3:45-4:00 Next Steps and Wrap Up: (R.J. Gillespie)
4:00-5:00 Care Coordinator/ CaCoon Nurse happy hour